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a b s t r a c t
Transcription factor binding sites and the cis-regulatory modules they compose are central determinants
of gene regulation. The gene regulations in some model species have been well addressed. However, not
as much is known about the ﬂy due to the lack of experimental data. To study the transcription regulation
of Drosophila melanogaster genes, we analyzed the regulation data from ChIP chip experiments as well as
the regulatory database. A graph-based approach is applied to study the impacts of each transcription
factor to the regulatory network. The model is also applied to Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Homo sapiens
to study the behaviors of transcription factors in different species. Gene ontology annotations were used
for further studies of the biological signiﬁcance of studied transcription factors.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Transcriptional regulation is a key component of gene regulation, which plays a major role in all forms of cellular differentiation
and function. To understand the mechanisms that regulate gene
expression, it is important to identify and deﬁne the network of
cis-acting DNA regulatory elements, which can be viewed as the
regulatory code wired within the genome. One important method
for cis-regulatory element detection is based on the concept of the
cis-regulatory module (CRM) [1,2]. Regulated spatial and temporal
control of gene transcription is a fundamental process for all metazoans. Critical to this process is the interaction of transcription
factors (TFs) with speciﬁc cis-regulatory DNA sequences. These regulatory sequences—for instance, enhancers and promoters—are organized in a modular fashion, with each module containing one or
more binding sites for a speciﬁc combination of TFs [1]. Each module regulates a particular temporal-spatial pattern of gene expression that is a subpart of the entire expression pattern of its
associated gene; at the molecular level, each contains a series of
binding sites, called transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) for
a speciﬁc complement of TFs. Most of the extensively studied
CRMs, in particular the enhancers of the Drosophila early patterning genes, consist of a dense cluster of TFBSs containing multiple
occurrences of binding sites for a small number of transcription
factors [2–4].
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Despite the importance of cis-regulatory elements for many
areas of biology, the majority of CRMs are still not known and, of
those that are, relatively few have been characterized in detail
[5]. For Drosophila melanogaster, CRMs are associated with fewer
than 2% of the total genes, and fewer than 1% of Drosophila genes
currently have annotated TFBS data [6].
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) followed by microarray
analysis (ChIP-on-chip) is a very powerful global method to identify the genomic regions bound by a transcription factor. However,
it is hard to decide the regulated genes even when the TF binding
sites are determined, because the regulated genes could be at any
location of the binding site. Some approaches have been developed
to identify the relationships among genes or proteins using gene
ontology terms based on graph theory [7,8]. By combining the ChIP
chip data and gene ontology information, we identiﬁed high conﬁdence putative target genes of TFs and the regulatory network.
Materials and methods
Data overview. Affymetrx Drosophila tiling arrays were obtained
from the supplementary materials associated with eight publications, which provided ChIP chip experiments associated with 27
transcription factors. The regulatory data from the Redﬂy database,
which is a collection of known Drosophila transcriptional CRMs and
TFBSs, is also included for study. Saccharomyces cerevisiae transcription regulation data were retrieved from the YEASTRACT database and human regulatory information was obtained from the
TRANSFAC public data. Details about the datasets used in this
study are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1
Datasets used in this study.
Species

Data
type

Number
of TFs

Data source

S. cerevisiae

Based on
experimental
evidence
Affymetrx
Drosophila
tiling arrays

174

YEASTRACT [9]

96

Based on
experimental
evidence and
literature

300

Schwartz, Kahn et al. [10],
Georlette, Ahn et al. [11],
Isogai, Takada et al. [12],
Matsumoto, UkaiTadenuma et al. [13],
Kwong, Adryan et al. [14],
Lee, Li et al. [15], Li,
MacArthur et al. [16],
Misulovin, Schwartz et al.
[17], and Redﬂy [5]
TRANSFAC [18]

D. melanogaster

H. sapiens

Affymetrix tiling array analysis. Affymetrix tiling arrays were
analyzed with MAT [19]. The mock (non-speciﬁc antibody or no
antibody) arrays were used as controls in the experiments. For
MAT analysis, the parameters: BandWidth = 200, MaxGap = 100,
MinProbe = 10, Pvalue = 1e-05 were used in the analyses. When
there were more than two replicates for each experiment, Var = 1
was set.
Affymetrix BPMAP ﬁles were re-mapped to the most up-to-date
full genome (including repeats) using xMAN [20]. These newly
generated BPMAP ﬁles further stored the copy number of each
25-mer and removed probe redundancy to ensure that the same
25-mer map appeared no more than once within any 1 kb window
along the genome. The UCSC (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) dm3

RepeatMasker and simple repeats ﬁles were downloaded and used
to create a Repeat Library ﬁle for use with MAT [19]. The outputs of
MAT were further ﬁltered using FDR values for each binding. Probe
FDR values of 0.1% were used.
Identiﬁcation or retrieval of putative target genes (PTG). The Drosophila gene annotations were extracted from Flybase (release 5.8)
[21,22], which contains the location information of 15,145 genes.
The identiﬁcation of putative target genes was based on the distance between the center of the binding site and the transcription
start site (TSS) of each gene, and the closest gene was assigned as
the putative target gene.
Graph theoretical regulatory distance study. A graph theory based
approach was applied to study the relationship between each TF
and the whole network. We deﬁne the graph regulatory distance
as the distance between a transcription factor and a gene as follows. First, connect all TFs and their putative target genes to produce a graph. Deﬁne the distance between a TF and a gene as the
smallest number of edges from the TF to the gene on the graph.
Fig. 1 shows an example of the regulatory distance between TF 1
(blue node) and other TFs or genes. Sometime this distance is referred to informally as the Bacon distance.
To compute the graph theoretic regulatory distance, ﬁrst, connect all the TFs and their putative target genes using the ChIP chip
data. To ﬁnd the regulatory distance between a TF and a gene or
another TF, all possible paths between this TF and the gene or
the other TF are computed. The shortest path required for the TF
to reach the gene is deﬁned as the regulatory distance for this TF
and the target gene or TF.
We use dðTF; gÞ to denote the regulatory distance between a
transcription factor TF and one of its target genes g. Suppose there
are a total of I transcription factors in a study, let TF i denote the ith
TF, i = 1, 2, . . ., I. For each TF i , there are a number of target genes
this TF i connects to, and let this number be denoted as J i . Let g i;j de-

Fig. 1. Regulatory distance between TF and genes.
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note the jth target gene of the ith TF, where i is from 1 to I and j is
from 1 to Ji for each i.
Deﬁne:

mi;j ¼ dðTF i ; g i;j Þ:
Then for a given TF i , we calculated the following regulatory distance
values:
Average TF-speciﬁc regulatory distance = Av gðmi;j Þ, where i is
ﬁxed and j is from 1 to J i .
Call this ARDTF i .
Maximum TF-speciﬁc regulatory distance = Maxðmi;j Þ, where i is
ﬁxed and j is from 1 to J i .
Call this MRDTF i .
For the entire collection of all TFs, we calculated the following
values:
Maximum overall regulatory distance = MaxðMRDTF i Þ, where i is
from 1 to I.
Call this MRDALL .
Clearly, MRDALL is also equal to Maxðmi;j Þ where i is from 1 to I
and j is from 1 to J i for each i.
Maximum TF-speciﬁc average regulatory distance =
MaxðARDTF i Þ, where i is from 1 to I.
Call this MRDTFs .
Average overall regulatory distance = Av gðmi;j Þ, where i is from
1 to I and j is from 1 to J i for each i.
Call this ARDALL .
GO relative speciﬁcity similarities assigning. The relations between gene ontology terms were downloaded from http://geneontology.org/. The gene ontology (GO) annotations of Drosophila
genes were retrieved from Flybase [21,22]. Wu et al. [8] introduced
an approach to reveal protein–protein interaction network based
on the GO terms and graph theory. The approach identiﬁed 78%
of the known yeast protein–protein interactions with the relative
speciﬁcity similarity (RSS) of the TF-gene pair satisfying the criteria
RSSbiological_process > 0.8 and RSScellular_component > 0.8. Here we used a
similar approach to identify the high conﬁdence putative target
genes (HCPTGs) among the target genes generated based on the
location of TSS.
The RSS score between two terms are calculated using the following formula:
GO

RSSðtermi ; termj Þ ¼

max Depth
GO

max Depth

þc



a
aþb

molecular function. A biological process describes a series of events
accomplished by one or more ordered assemblies of molecular
functions; a cellular component deﬁnes a component of a cell,
but with the requirement that it is part of some larger object;
and, a molecular function describes activities, such as catalytic or
binding activities that occur at the molecular level [23]. In this
study, cellular component and molecular function terms are used
for target gene ﬁltering, and the algorithm was implemented using
Perl scripts.
Results and discussion
Graph theoretical regulatory distance reveals impact of each TF on
regulatory network
The number of genes that a TF can reach is used to measure the
coverage of regulated genes for this TF and its impact on the whole
network. To quantify the importance of each TF (as determined by
the graph regulatory distance), the number of genes that each TF
can reach with different regulatory distances was calculated.
The average regulatory distance is deﬁned as the average distance for a TF to reach other nodes on the graph. The coverage is
deﬁned as the number of genes or TFs reached by a TF. The coverage measures how many genes are regulated either directly or
indirectly by a speciﬁed TF, while the average regulatory distance
measures the average path required to reach other genes.
The TF tramtrack (Flybase ID: FBgn0003870), which is a D. melanogaster transcription factor associated with RNA polymerase II,
has an average regulatory distance of 4.35. This means that tramtrack connects to other genes relatively indirectly. The details of
this analysis for each species can be found in supplementary
materials.
Table 2 shows the comparison of maximum regulatory distances for TFs among S. cerevisiae, D. melanogaster and H. sapiens.
For D. melanogaster, transcription factors have larger coverage,
and smaller average regulatory distance to reach their putative target genes, while the TFs of S. cerevisiae require longer paths to get
to their target genes, which suggests that TFs in S. cerevisiae tend to
regulate fewer genes directly. In H. sapiens, the average regulatory
distance of TFs are smaller, which suggests that in higher organisms the functionalities of TFs trend to be more speciﬁc and direct.
Gene ontology validation of TFs co-relation

To calculate the RSS between two terms (let’s say termi and
termj), we ﬁrst deﬁne the most recent common ancestor (MRCA)
of termi and termj, which represents the most speciﬁc of all common ancestors of the term pair. Then a is the value of measuring
how speciﬁc the MRCA of the two terms is according to the structure of the GO; b measures how relatively general termi and termj
are in the GO; and c measures the local distance between two
terms relative to the MRCA. Finally maxDepthGO is the maximum
distance from the root term of the GO to the leaf terms.
In gene ontology, terms of the annotation of genes are divided
into three categories, biological process, cellular component and
Table 2
Comparison of regulatory distances among species.

Number of TFs in the study
Annotated genes used in the study
Maximum overall regulatory
distance (MRDALL )
Maximum average regulatory
distance (MRDTFs )
Average overall regulatory
distance (ARDALL )
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S. cerevisiae

D. melanogaster

H. sapiens

174
6270
9

96
15,145
6

300
40,608
6

5.99

4.35

3.70

3.36

2.57

2.16

We applied the RSS score to the known 233 TFBS from Redﬂy,
and 163 of them have been annotated with at least one GO category of ‘molecular_function’ or ‘cellular_component’. A high RSS
score between two genes indicates that they are highly co-related.
The TFBS data from Redﬂy were taken as the true positives. According to the GO RSS, the TF-gene pairs are divided into three areas,
namely high conﬁdence areas as marked in red in Table 3, medium
conﬁdence areas marked in blue, and low conﬁdence areas marked
in grey. Results show that, 95 (58.3%) out of 163 TF-gene pairs in
Redﬂy fall into the high conﬁdence area, 56 (34.4%) fall into the
medium conﬁdence area, while only 12 (7.4%) fall into the low conﬁdence area.

Table 3
The GO RSS scores for TF-gene pairs in Redﬂy.
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We calculated the putative target genes of each TF (introduced
in the method section), and used GO RSS score ﬁltering to ﬁnd high
conﬁdence results. We applied this strategy to identify putative
target genes of each TF and ﬁltered the extracted target genes by
the GO RSS score. Five hundred ﬁfty six high conﬁdence putative
target genes and 1696 high conﬁdence TF-putative target gene
pairs were identiﬁed. We found that 69.1% (384 out of 556) of
the high conﬁdence putative target genes are regulated by two or
more TFs. Note that using this method of ﬁltering the putative target genes by GO RSS scores might cause the loss of true positives
due to the lack of GO annotation or the criteria being too strong.
However, we still found that more than half of the entire target
genes are co-regulated. This ratio indicates that co-regulation in
D. melanogaster is very common. The full list of the co-regulated
genes can be found in our supplementary materials.
The most regulated gene mirror (Flybase ID: FBgn0014343)
with the highest number of co-regulators has been identiﬁed with
the criteria of GO RSS score. This gene plays an important role in
the D. melanogaster embryonic development via the syncytial blastoderm, and positively regulates transcription and peripheral nervous system development. This further supports the co-regulation
and the importance of this gene between the regulators during the
development of D. melanogaster.
Conclusion
In this study, we identiﬁed the TFBSs of D. melanogaster TFs as
well as their co-regulated genes. Using the GO RSS, the regulation
relationship has been further validated. We introduced the graph
regulatory distance to study the impact of TFs in the regulatory
network. We also compared the graph regulatory distance for different species, and noted that there is some evidence that higher
species have shorter average graph regulatory distance.
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